STOP A CLASS TO STOP A WAR

To the Students and Faculty:

"THESE ARE TIMES THAT TRY MEN'S SOULS"

Each edition, of each paper, each day
bears startling and terrifying news of war!

SPAIN - CHINE - AUSTRIA - LITHUANIA ------ CZECHOSLOVAKIA?

Each victory of fascist aggression, each vacillation of democratic
countries, emboldens the war-mad, bloodthirsty enemies of mankind!

Shall we stand by and watch this black menace spread through the
the world? Shall we stand by while thousands of Catholics, Jews
and Protestants are murdered and those living are made to suffer the
most horrible medieval torture?

Or shall we unite all the peace-loving nations and peoples in
quarantining and isolating all aggressor nations?

The answer of American youth is: We want no war!

WE MUST ACT FOR PEACE

STOP A CLASS TO STOP A WAR!

The American Student Union has called an
emergency stoppage of all students on Thursday.

Students throughout the nation have called for
a militant demonstration against these new fa-
sacist onslaughts. New York University and City
College have already held stoppages for Peace.

ALL OUT TO THE ATHLETIC FIELD

THURSDAY NIGHT AT 8:30

* URGE PASSAGE OF THE O'CONNELL AMENDMENT
* BOYCOTT NAZI AND JAPANESE GOODS
* ALL AID TO LOYALIST SPAIN
* URGE AMERICAN PARTICIPATION IN INTER-
NATIONAL PEACE CONFERENCES.
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